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Why study structure and properties of 
matter?

• The characteristics of materials are functions of their 
atomic and molecular structures

• Knowledge enable appropriate choice of materials to 
perform certain functions

• The overall aim of this course is to show that the bulk 
properties of matter depend on structure at the atomic, 
molecular, microscopic, macroscopic levels. Armed with 
such knowledge, the student should be able to choose and 
use various materials judiciously.



Structure of Matter: Atoms and Molecules
• Atom:

• :-Overall diameter of 10-10 m and so smaller than the 
wavelengths of VIS light (10-9 m), so cannot see it!

• :-Composed of electrons revolving around a dense 
nucleus (neutrons and protons)

• :-Models: 
• Thomson’s model
• Rutherford’s model
• Bohr model



• All the atoms contain electrons, -vely charged.

• Atoms are electrically neutral, -ve = +ve

• Electron’s mass <<< atom’s mass.

• Atoms are uniform spheres of positively charged matter in

which electrons are embedded like water melon or guava.

Positive sphere

Negatively charged 
electrons embedded

❖Model did not agree with 
experiment. 

➢ Atom comprises a much 

heavier and positively charged 

central part (the nucleus) 

surrounded by negatively 

charged particles

J.J. Thomson’s Model 



Rutherford’s Model 
(1911)

• Most of particles passed 

thro’ foil as if it were 

empty space

• A small fraction were 

deflected with large 

scattering angles



Features of the model

• Positive charge was concentrated in a small region called the nucleus.

• Electrons belonging to atom were in large volume outside the nucleus. 

Move in orbits about the positively charged nucleus in similar manner as 

planets orbit the sun.

• The large scattering angle of the alpha () particle means it encounters a 

positively charged nucleus (repulsive force). Amount of deflections 

depends on magnitude of nuclear charge.

• The less heavy electrons surround the very small nucleus and so do not 

affect the motion of the incident alpha () particles.



---

Electrons (Negatively 

charged) moving 

around the positively 

charged nucleus

The large mass and tiny 

nucleus (positively 

charged)

+  
+



Limitations of Rutherford’s Model:

• Stability of the atom could not be explained.

• Predicts electrons emitting EM waves of all frequencies

(continuous spectrum) as they orbit the nucleus.

Experimental evidence, on the contrary show that atomic

spectra are not continuous but discrete, i.e., are single

spectral lines corresponding to specific frequencies.



The Bohr’s model

• Existence of circular orbits
• Allowed orbits have quantized 

angular momentum
• Electrons change orbits when 

they absorb or emit photons



•The electrons exist only in stable circular orbits of fixed

energy, the angular momentum of an electron in an orbit

being an integral multiple of 2h

, where h is Planck’s constant.

•An electron will emit or absorb energy only when making

a transition (change) from one orbit to another possible

orbit.



EXERCISES

1. Calculate the distance of closest approach for an -particle with a kinetic energy of 
107 eV approaching a stationary nucleus of atomic number 50. (Answer: 1.44x10-

14m).
2. The number of particles scattered at 60 is 100 per minute in an alpha-particle 

scattering experiment, using gold foil. Determine the number of particles per 
minute scattered at 90 angle. (Answer: 25/minute).

3. Show, using the Bohr’s model, that the radius of the 3rd orbit of an hydrogen atom 
is 4.77Å.

4. What is the angular momentum of an electron in hydrogen atom, if the energy of 
the electron in an excited state is –3.4eV?  (Answer: 2.108x10-34 J-s).

5. The radius of the first electron-orbit in hydrogen atom is ro. What is the radius of 
the second orbit? What of the second orbit of singly ionised (an electrically 
charged) helium atom? (Answer: 4 ro, 2 ro)

6. An electron moves about a proton in a circular orbit of radius 5x10-11 m. Express 
the total energy in electron-volts (eV). (Answer: -14.4 eV)



ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR BONDING

Chemical Bonds??==

link btw atoms in molecules or compounds 
and btw ions and molecules in crystals.

Why do chemical bonds form?



A number of physical properties, such as

• melting point

• boiling point

• Other mechanical properties

depend on the strength and nature of the bonding between

atoms.

Types: 

• ionic (electrovalent)

• covalent 

• metallic, and 

• molecular bonding.





Formed between two different 
atoms, one electropositive 
and the other electronegative. 
Electropositive elements: 
readily give up electrons, 
Group I or II elements, e.g. Na, 
K, and Ba 
Electronegative elements: 
Readily take up electrons and are 
typically Group VI or VII elements

Na Cl

Na+

Cl-

Ionic bonds



Covalent bonds in methane
CH4

Covalent or molecular bonds:
Form btw two nonmetallic atoms with 
same or similar electronegativity values
➢Sharing of electrons

Covalent bonds in ammonia
NH3

Covalent Bonds



Polar (pure) and 
nonpolar covalent 
bonds



Metallic bonds

+ + + +

+

+

++

+

+

+ ++

+++

Electron gas

E.g Na

Sodium has the electronic structure 

1s22s22p63s1

The electron in the 3s atomic orbital of 

one sodium atom shares space with the 

corresponding electron on a 

neighboring

atom to form a molecular orbital - in 

much the same sort of way that a 

covalent bond is formed.



• Van der Waals bonding
Dipole-dipole interactions
Molecular interactions

+ -

+ -

+ -

+ -

+ -

+ -

Results from oscillating 
electron clouds creating rapidly 
fluctuating instantaneous 
dipole moments.
At some instance, the center of 
the negative charge 
distribution does not coincide 
with the nucleus but rapidly 
fluctuates about it. 



QUIZ

1. Explain the relationship between bond strength and 

melting points of solids such as metals

2. Explain why noble gases can form liquids at low 

temperatures



LECTURE 3: PHASES OF MATTER

• Gas: made up of individual atoms, elemental molecules from one type of atom, 
or compound molecules from a variety of atoms. molecular forces are very weak. 
A gas fills its container, taking both the shape and the volume of the container.

• Liquid:  molecular forces are weaker than in a solid. Takes the shape of its 
container. In microgravity, a liquid forms a ball inside a free surface. Regardless of 
gravity, a liquid has a fixed volume.

• Solid: molecules are closely bound to one another by molecular forces. Has shape 
and  volume fixed by its shape.

• Plasma

https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/airplane/volume.html




Kinetic Theory of gases



Van der Waal equation

a and b empirical constants

a == depends on attractive intermolecular forces 
which reduce pressure of a gas for given values of n, V and T 
pulling molecules together as they push on walls of container.
Pressure degrease  proportional to (i) n/V  layer near wall   (ii)  n/V 
in next layer beyond wall

b== represents volume of mole of molecules and for 

n molecules the volume is nb

In Ideal gas equation: volume of molecules
and attractive forces between them ignored 







Bragg’s Law





LECTURE 4: METALS AND NON-METALS

29

Metals

Non-Metals



METALS & NONMETALS

30

• Where are the metals 

and nonmetals on the 

PT?

• What are the 

properties of metals 

and nonmetals?

• What are metalloids?
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There is a zig-zag or staircase line that divides the table.

Metals are on the left of the line, in blue.

Nonmetals are on the right of the line, in orange.



PROPERTIES OF METALS
Physical Properties:

• Solid at room temperature
- exception: Hg

• Silvery-gray 
- exception: Au and Cu

• Good Conductors

• Metallic luster (shine)

• Malleable

• Ductile

Chemical Properties:

• Lose Electrons 
(makes positive ion)

• Corrode easily
32



PROPERTIES OF NONMETALS
Physical Properties:

• Can be gas, solid, or liquid at 
room temperature 

• Come in all colors

• No metallic luster 

• Poor conductors

• Brittle

• Odors or pungent

Chemical Properties:

• Tend to gain electrons
(makes negative ion)

33



METALLOIDS

• Properties and characteristics of both metals and 
nonmetals

• Along the staircase/steps of the periodic table

• EXCEPT: Al, At
34





Interatomic Forces in Solids



Stress: The restoring force per unit area. Stress = F/A

Strain: Change in original dimension per unit original 
dimension
3 types of stress
• Tensile or longitudinal stress: F produces change in L
• Volume stress: applied force produces Change in V
• Shear stress: applied F produces change in shape; 

Tangential F/Area

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS









Material Bonding Young’s modulus (Nm-2)

MgO ionic 30 x 1010

Copper Metallic 13 x 1010

Diamond Covalent 54 x 1010















Hardness test: 
❖ Hardness is resistance to 

• Indentation
• Scratching
• Rebound of steel ball from the surface

❖ Indentation hardness value is obtained by measuring the depth or 
the area of the indentation using one of over 12 different test 
methods

• Rockwell hardness test method: 
• Generally easier to perform
• measures the permanent depth of indentation produced 

by a force/load on an indenter.
• Vickers hardness



Rockwell hardness test



Diamond identer

Vickers hardness test

dent



Non-metals

❖Inorganic materials (ceramics)



Organic 
Materials
(polymers



Fracture and Oxidation

Types of fracture
1. Ductile: characterized by cup-

and-cone shapes of the two new 
surfaces created. Most metals 
e.g steel, copper etc. show 
extensive necking prior to failure 

2. Brittle: occurs quite suddenly 
without warning and little or no 
necking e.g.  Glass, ceramics 
(e.g., chinaware, clay pots etc) 
and metals at very low T

Fracture in bone

Fracture: Separation of an object into two or more 
pieces under action of stress



Ductile Fracture: 
Necking

Steps
• Necking
• Small cavities form
• Formation of a crack
• Then cup and cone fracture Cavities at the neck region

Necking



Brittle Fracture

Glass

• No appreciable deformation before cracking
• Direction of crack nearly perpendicular to tensile stress direction
• Material breaks without prior indication



Origins of brittle fracture:- Microcracks

Removing surface microcracks: 
• polishing using very fine abrasives such as diamond lapping
• For external microcracks:- etching using appropriate chemicals  



Factors affecting Fracture of materials

• Stress concentration

• Speed of load application

• Temperature

• Thermal shock loading



Corrosion
• Destructive and unintentional degradation of a material caused by its environment.

• For metals the corroded state is the more stable state.

• A common type of corrosion is rust, which is found on iron and steel structures: iron is 
reacting with oxygen to form iron oxide compounds.

• The oxygen can come from air or water. Iron oxide - more stable than pure iron or steel 
Prevention of rust is actually a means of retaining a less stable, or higher energy, state.

Rust in iron
iron oxide 
compounds



• Factors affecting corrosion
❑Temperature of the surrounding; 

❑The diffusion rates of the reaction products; 

❑The equilibrium concentration of the ions or reaction products in 
the solution; 

❑The pH value of the solution;

❑Electrolyte velocity

❑Solid or dissolved pollutants

❑Relative humidity. 



CORROSION TYPES AND PREVENTION

• UNIFORM CORROSION: even attack across the surface of a 
material and is the most common type of corrosion

• PITTING CORROSION: most 
destructive type, hard to predict, 
detect and characterize. Is 
localized. Once a pit has initiated, 
it grows into a “hole” or “cavity” 
that takes on one of a variety of 
different shapes.



• CREVICE CORROSION: localized form of corrosion and usually results 

from a stagnant microenvironment in which there is a difference in the 

concentration of ions between two areas of a metal. occurs in shielded 

areas such as those under washers, bolt heads, gaskets, etc.

• INTERGRANULAR CORROSION

• STRESS CORROSION CRACKING (SCC)

• GALVANIC CORROSION



SUMMARY
➢ Fracture is the separation of a surface into two surfaces.

➢ Ductile fracture is characterized by cup-and-cone shapes of the resultant 
fractured surfaces.

➢ Brittle fracture is sudden and is preceded by very little or no necking.

➢ The stress at the tip of the crack is inversely proportional to the square root 
of the crack-tip radius and the cracks acts as stress concentrators.

➢ Blunting the tips of the microcracks can control brittle fracture.

➢ Corrosion is the degradation of metals by an electrochemical reaction with 
the environment.

➢ In a metal the corrosion reaction is represented by the equation



SPH 203 CAT
1. State the models of the atom and list their strengths and weaknesses (10 mks)

2. Explain 
(i) why soap bubbles are spherical
(ii) Which bonds break when water vaporizes  (6mks)

3. Estimate how many molecules you breath in with a 1.0 liter breath of air at STP (T=273 K, P=1.013 x 105

N/M2) (6mks)

4. When a gas is rapidly compressed (say by pushing down a piston), its temperature increases. When a gas 
expands against a piston, it cools. Explain these changes in temperature using the kinetic theory in 
particular noting what happens to the momentum of molecules when they strike the moving piston. 
(6mks)

5. (a) Distinguish between ( i) isomorphism and polymorphism (ii) Young’s modulus and shear modulus (iii) 
Stress and strain   (8 mks)
(b) Describe in brief the technique of X-Ray diffraction in characterization of solids. What information can 

be obtained regarding the solid under study with this technique.  (4mks)



System

Boundary

Surrounding

Thermodynamics 

Study of processes in which energy is

transferred as heat and as work

System : an object or set of objects to be

considered

Environment/ surroundings: Everything

else in the universe.

System and surrounding separated by a

boundary or wall.

The system and the surrounding in general,

may exchange energy and matter, depending

on the nature of the wall



System

Boundary

Surrounding

• Adiabatic wall: prevent thermal 

interactions and the system enclosed is 

termed isolated system. Cannot 

exchange heat with its surroundings, 

though work may be done on it. Such 

changes are called adiabatic changes.

• Diathermal wall: allow interactions



A B

A B

C

• Thermal equilibrium: Two objects A and B are

brought to be in thermal contact for long time

they achieve thermal equilibrium

• Temperature: Is that which remains the same

when objects A and B are both in thermal

contact with another object C (thermometer). It

is a measure of tendency of an object to

spontaneously give up energy to its

surroundings.

• The zeroth law of thermodynamics 

states that if each of two systems is in 

thermal equilibrium with a third, they 

are in equilibrium with one another.



Measuring Temperature
• Choose thermometric substance (e.g. Hg, 

gas). with a particular thermometric 

property (e.g. length, volume etc.)

• Find a functional relation between 

temperature and the chosen thermometric 

property

• Let X be the property that changes as T 

change. The relation is 

• T(X)=αX 

• and α is constant to be evaluated











=

TP

X
X

X
T 16.273

• Equal T intervals correspond to equal changes in X

• Two T measurements measured with same thermometer are 

in same ratio 

• T(X1)/T(X2) = X1/X2

• To determine α and hence calibrate thermometer, must find 

standard fixed point set at 273.16 oC











=

TP

R
R

R
T 16.273

KKTR 6.280
35.90

28.96
16.273 =








=

Example: A certain platinum resistance

thermometer has a resistance R of 90.35  when its

bulb is placed in a triple point cell. What is

temperature when the bulb is placed in an

environment where its resistance is 96.28 ?

Solution From the equation



Discussions

• Is temperature a microscopic or macroscopic concept?

• The length of the mercury column in a mercury-in-glass thermometer is 5 cm when the

bulb is immersed in water at it triple point. What is the temperature on the mercury-in-

glass scale when the length of the column is 6.0 cm? What will the length of the column

be when the bulb is immersed in a liquid at 100 degrees, as measured on the mercury-in-

glass scale, above the ice point? You may take the temperature of the ice point, as

measured on the mercury-in-glass scale, as 273.15 degrees. (Ans: 327.79 degrees, 6.83

cm).

1. The resistance of a wire is given by ( )21 ttRR o  ++=  where t is the temperature 

in degrees Celcius on the ideal gas scale and so Ro is the resistance at ice point. The 

constant  and  are 3.8 x 10-3 K-1 and –3.0 x10-6 K-2 respectively. Calculate the 

temperature on the resistance scale at temperature of 70 C on the ideal gas scale. 

(Ans: 341.79 degrees). 



Reversible and irreversible thermodynamic processes

A reversible process is a

thermodynamic process that

can be reversed to get the

initial state

An irreversible process is a

thermodynamic process that

cannot be reversed to obtain the

initial state of the system.



Adiabetic

expansion and 

compression  

of a gas





Quantum Mechanics

High Speed

Small and fast

Very small size

Regular large objects



Black Body radiation

Black body: Absorbs all 

incident radiations i.e. its 

black

• Spectrum depends only 

on T of object

• As T increases, emission 

bandwidth increases and 

peak shifts towards 

shorter λ





Black Body radiation

Classical physics 

explanation: Light is an EM 

wave produced by 

accelerated charges. cw

Light of all λ s produced. 

No limit of energy emitted 

by vibrating e s.

Wrong!! Black body 

spectrum become small in 

shorter λ s 



At about 1900, Max Planck came up with the solution.

• Energy from vibrating charges (electrons) comes in bundles called 

quanta

• A quantum of energy depends on frequency;     E=hf……..h= 6 x 10-34 

J/s

• An electron vibrating with a frequency f could only have an energy of 

1 hf, 2 hf, 3 hf, 4 hf, ... ;……….Discrete

• The electron has to have at least one quantum of energy if it is going to 

vibrate. If less, it will not vibrate and will not produce any light!!

• Energy of quantized oscillator E=hf (ehf/kT -1)-1



Photoelectric Effect.

Is the emission of electrons or

other free carriers when light falls

on a material.

• According to classical

physics—time of ejection and

amount of ejected electrons

depend on intensity---Wrong!!

Does not agree with

experimental results



According to classical wave theory, 

High intensity = higher kitetic energy of ejected electrons

Experiment: Kinetic energy of the ejected electrons depends on 

the frequency of the light. The light intensity affects only the number of 

ejected electrons and not their kinetic energies

Photoelectric effect should occur for every frequency of light as long as 

the intensity is adequate to provide enough energy to eject the electrons. 

This is not observed.  There is a characteristic cut off frequency  below 

which no electrons are emitted.

No time lag btw moment light starts to impinge onto target and when 

photoelectron is ejected. They are ejected almost instantaneously



Classical Mechanics Experiment Quantum theory

1.  High intensity = more 

photoelectrons

Low intensity but high 

freq. = ejection of elecrons

Max K.E of 

photoelectrons depends 

only on frequency

K=hf-Wo

2. High Intensity = high 

K.E of emitted electrons

Max K.E independent on 

intensity of incident 

radiation

Max. K.E of 

photoelectrons 

independent on intensity 

of incident radiation

Photoelectric effect 

should occur for every 

frequency of light as long 

as the intensity is 

adequate to provide 

enough energy to eject the 

electrons. 

There is a characteristic 

cut off frequency  below 

which no electrons are 

emitted



Heat capacity of solids

• Classical physics predict no dependence 

of Cv with temperature Cv=3R=3Nk=

24.9 J K-1 mol-1 ====Dulong-Petit Law

• Cv of solids are often strongly 

temperature dependent

• Cv has a non-linear decrease with 

decrease in T approaching zero as T 

approach absolute zero.

• Explained by quantum theory. Einstein 

and Debye, solid viewed as a set of 

particles or oscillators vibrating with 

characteristic frequency E=(n+1/2)hf

• More and more vibrational modes 

becoming “frozen in” and can no 

longer absorb energy



Atomic Spectra

• Classical EM theory predict 

continuous emission spectrum 

of free atoms

• Experiment: Emitted 

spectrum concentrated at 

certain number of discrete 

wavelengths

• Each kind of atom has its own 

characteristic (unique) 

spectrum
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Throwing a tennis 

ball towards two slits 

on a wall and 

marking where ball 

hits on second wall 

after passing through 

slits

Two strips of marks 

roughly the same 

shape as the slits are 

formed

Tennis ball through two slits



Blue Light through two slits
• The light splits into two waves 

after passing through the slits

• These two waves then interfere 

with each other. At some points, 

where a peak meets a trough, they 

will cancel each other out and 

where peak meets peak they will 

reinforce each other.

• Places where the waves reinforce 

each other give the brightest light.



Projecting electrons through two slits
• Blocking on of the slits, electrons will pass 

through, the spots they arrive at form a strip 

roughly the same shape as the slit.

• Opening both slits: the spots where electrons 

hit build up to replicate the interference pattern 

from a wave.

• Possible Explanation?.. electrons somehow 

interfere with each other. But if electrons are 

sent one after the other so than no chance of 

interference, still the same pattern as those of a 

light wave are formed. Why is this?

• Could it be that each electrons somehow splits, 

passes through both slits at once, interferes 

with itself, and then recombines to meet the 

second screen as a single, localized particle?



• Place a detector by the slits, to see which slit an electron passes through.

Things get really weird. The pattern on the detector screen turns into the

particle pattern of two strips. The interference pattern disappears!!.

Somehow, the very act of looking makes sure that the electrons travel like

well-behaved little tennis balls. It's as if they knew they were being spied

on and decided not to be caught in the act of performing weird quantum

shenanigans.

• What does the experiment tell us? It suggests that what we call

"particles", such as electrons, somehow combine characteristics of

particles and characteristics of waves. That's the famous wave particle

duality of quantum mechanics. It also suggests that the act of observing,

of measuring, a quantum system has a profound effect on the system. The

question of exactly how that happens constitutes the measurement

problem of quantum mechanics.





Particle-wave nature of matter: De Broglie wavelength

λ= h/p=h/mv





The Wave-Particle duality and the 

Complementarity’s Principle

The particle and wave models are complementary; if a

measurement confirms the wave nature of radiation or matter, then

it is impossible to prove the particle nature in the same experiment,

and vice-versa.

The probability Interpretation of de Broglie Waves

According to the wave model, the intensity I (energy per unit area per unit 

time) at a point on the screen is given by

I= 𝑐ε𝑜𝐸
2



According to the photon picture, on the other hand, the 

intensity at a point is given by 

hvNI =

N = the photon flux (number of photons per unit area per 

unit time)  arriving at a particular point of the screen.



We cannot predict in advance where any

individual photon will strike the screen,

producing a flash. However, since the final

pattern comprises alternating bright and

dark bands, any photon has a high

probability of striking a bright band and a

zero probability of arriving at a dark band.

N is thus a measure of the probability of

finding a photon near a point.



In terms of the quantum interpretation of electromagnetic

radiation, the quantity that is undergoing the oscillation,

namely the electric E, is a function whose square is the

probability of finding a photon at a given point.



Matter waves? The oscillating quantity wit the de 

Broglie wavelength is the wavefunction, ψ whose square 

is the probability of finding the particle i.e electron at a 

given place.

The probability ψ 𝟐

dV

2




−

 Probability density



dV

2




−


If it is equal to 0, then the particle 

does not exist if equal to infinity, 

then the particle exists everywhere. 

If equal to 1, we say it is 

normalized

The Heisenberg Uncertainty (indeterminacy) Principle

It is fundamentally impossible to make simultaneous 

measurements of a particle’s position and momentum with 

infinite accuracy

2


 xPx

Product of the two 

uncertainties can never 

be smaller than….



Example: 

The speed of an electron is measured to be 5000 m/s +- 0.003%. Within 

what limits could one determine the position of this electron?

Solution:

The momentum is  p=mv

Uncertainty in p =0.003%p

Uncertainty in position x = 0.384 mm



The wave mechanics and the Schroedinger Equation

• If the wavefunction of a particle is known then particular 

properties of that particle can be described

• For a free particle with precisely known momentum p, 

its wavefunction is an uninterrupted sinusoidal wave of 

wavelength λ= h/p and it has equal probability of being 
at any given point along x-axis

Ψ 𝑥 = 𝐴 sin
2𝜋𝑥

𝜆

= 𝐴 sin(𝑘𝑥)



A particle in a box

Ψ 𝑥 = 𝐴 sin
𝑛𝜋𝑥

𝜆
n= 1, 2, 3, …

Ψ 𝑥 =0 for x<=0 and x>=L

Allowed λs are those for 

which L=nλ/2===stationary 

states



• Using p = mv, the allowed values of energy are

• 𝐸𝑛 =
1

2
𝑚𝑣2 = (𝑚2𝑣2/2𝑚) =

𝑝2

2𝑚
=

𝑛ℎ

2𝑙

2
/2𝑚

• 𝐸𝑛 =
ℎ2

8𝑚𝐿2
𝑛2 n=1, 2, 3, …   Energy is quantized!!



The Schrödinger equation is an equation that describes how the

quantum state of a system changes over time. More specifically, it

determines how the wavefunction evolves over time.

•Time dependent Schrödinger Equation
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•Time independent Schrödinger Equation




